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Emirates’ Route Network Continues To Expand

Abuja, the capital of Nigeria, has become Emirates’ second destination in Nigeria, the 26th in Africa and its 144th worldwide. The first flight landed in Abuja on 1st August 2014, just over 10 years since services to Lagos began.

This daily flight provides a convenient direct service for customers between Abuja and Dubai. Leisure and business passengers from Nigeria can now more conveniently connect to the Middle East, Europe, the United States and Asia via the Emirates’ hub in Dubai. Customers in Abuja can experience the carrier’s A380 flagship aircraft to 29 destinations around the world, including popular ones like Beijing, Hong Kong, Mumbai, New York, Jeddah and London.

With a fast growing economy, Nigeria is a key market for Emirates. Flights to Nigeria started in 2004, with four flights a week from Dubai to Lagos. Since then, operations have steadily grown in both frequency and capacity. In 2014, the airline flew twice daily to Lagos and, with the addition of Abuja, more than 12 200 seats a week were available.
Goulding’s Tours offer a variety of tours of the Monument Valley Tribal Park area, also known as the “Land of Long Shadows”.

Tour vehicles are modern, clean and well-maintained for guest safety and comfort. The open-air vehicles in their fleet come equipped with large transparent flaps that can be quickly put in place in case of bad weather such as dust and rain storms.

All guides are local Navajo Indians who grew up in and around the Monument Valley area. During the tours, the guides share their local knowledge about the valley and its various areas of interest. They are proud of their heritage and are more than happy to share stories about their culture and history.

During the tour guests have the opportunity to stop and look at the landscape, made famous in a series of Hollywood cowboy films.

Part of the company’s mission is to educate and entertain each guest. They show a way of life that is disappearing. They also encourage visitors to respect the local Navajo and their way of life.